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AccellosOne 

AccellosOne WMS offers advanced warehouse management solution with integrated shipping and 

dashboard analytics for users of all Dynamics ERP products. Aiming to improve inventory and 

replenishment accuracy, and increase productivity, AccellosOne WMS integrates seamlessly with ERPs 

with a setup time of just 90 days. 

 

Advanced Systems Consultants 

ASC provides mission critical warehouse distribution and manufacturing software, with proven next-

generation automation processes. From warehouse management, to manufacturing execution, ASC 

provides the means to connect the dots in your distribution and manufacturing operation. 

 

Altec 

Altec’s DocLink solution provides paperless document management across all Dynamics ERP platforms. 

Access and track documents while keeping control of your information with managed access and 

approvals. Capture documents via email, fax, scan, OCR, ERM, XML, barcode, and mobile, and 

automatically schedule and distribute them according to receiver preferences. 

 

Avalara 

Tax experts helping businesses of all sizes achieve compliance by providing fast, easy, and accurate way 

to manage transactional taxes, from calculating rates to preparing and filing returns.  

 

AvidXchange 

Automation experts AvidXchange guarantee to automate your bill pay process in 45 days, reducing 

costs, improving productivity and eliminating paper from their bill payment process. AvidXchange helps 

Dynamics users find an easier, faster and more secure way to make electronic payments and process 

payables invoices. 

 

Calumo 

Covering all Dynamics ERP as well as Dynamics CRM, Calumo offers a single integrated tool for reporting, 

budgeting and forecasting. Calumo combines web, mobile, Excel, Word and PowerPoint to create and 

distribute ad-hoc analysis, reports, dashboards and planning templates. 
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Chargelogic 

Everything you need at the point of sale, Inside Dynamics NAV. Accept payments from all your sales 

channels, easily sell, and ship your products to customers.  

 

DATABASICS 

DATABASICS’ time and expense management solutions integrate with Dynamics to provide an intuitive 

centralized employee reporting hub that makes tracking, compliance, reporting, and analysis simpler. Its 

clean user interface decreases technical confusion, and automates maintenance of complex systems like 

policy management, per diem management, and cost accounting. 

 

Datahaven for Dynamics 

Datahaven for Dynamics offers a unique, easy-to-use document imaging, and workflow solution 

embedded directly into your Microsoft Dynamics platform. It also boasts embedded integration with 

Outlook, providing instant access to documents and emails, along with the option to add content to an 

electronic workflow from within the familiar interface of Outlook. 

 

Data Masons 

Data Masons’ Vantage Point EDI is a simple yet powerful EDI integration and compliance solution for 

Dynamics, Data Masons offers scalable solutions for Dynamics ERP systems with little to no changes 

needed to source code, and no document or transaction fees. Vantage Point EDI’s solution for Dynamics 

AX is the only one certified by Microsoft itself, and enables companies to easily exchange transactions 

with any customer or supplier. 

 

docSTAR 

docSTAR Eclipse Smart AP Solutions complement Dynamics ERP with integrated accounts payable 

automation, enhancing productivity. Available as both a cloud-based solution or on-premises, docSTAR 

eclipse uses data capture technology to foster better collaboration, efficiency, and overall productivity. 
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Dynamics eShop 

Fully integrated eCommerce solutions for the wholesale, manufacturing, and retail industries.  

 

e-Con Solutions 

Offering nearly 20 years of focused, expert, experience with CPQ for Microsoft Dynamics e-Con’s 

proven, innovative toolset brings together everyone and everything involved in configuration, from first 

glance at your offerings through after-sales. More than 300 businesses and 25,000 users in 25 countries 

use e-Con every day to turn complexity into success.  

 

Greenshades Software 

Greenshades create solutions for all Dynamics ERP systems to make running your business easier, 

covering everyday tasks such as payroll and employee management, allowing you to be confident in 

your payroll tax compliance. online Greenshades also offer an Employee Portal, which integrates with 

your Dynamics accounting system and automatically synchronizes, allowing employees to access payroll 

information from any computer or smartphone. 

 

Higher Logic 

Higher Logic provides a cloud-based community platform, which organizations can use to bring their 

members together in secure communities designed that can be managed and tracked through your 

CRM. Higher Logic gives community members a space to collaborate and share information, while 

allowing companies to monitor actions and utilize that data to better serve their users or customers. 

 

Jet Reports 

Jet Reports isn’t just a reporting add-on that works with Dynamics ERP, it’s a reporting add-on that was 

MADE for Dynamics ERP – we work directly with Microsoft. Jet Reports is tested and repeatedly 

implemented with NAV to work right out of the box. We know what we’re doing because we know 

everything about your solution—inside and out! 
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JitterBit 

JitterBit integrates with the full suite of Dynamics products to improve the speed, agility and reach of 

your front and back end business processes by automating procedures, and freeing up your time. With 

JitterBit, Dynamics users can synchronize order shipment and invoice information, integrate leads and 

campaigns with marketing automation tools, and extract data to external reporting systems and data 

warehouses. 

Journyx 

Journyx provides multiple time and expense tracking solutions to allow Dynamics users to accurately 

keep track of their employees’ time. In addition, Journyx is completely customizable so you can tailor 

your Journyx solution to the size and needs of your organization. Time can be tracked across devices and 

in the field with access to mobile entry. 

 

Lanham Associates® 

A Microsoft Gold Partner, Lanham Associates have been producing complementary supply chain 

planning and execution solutions since 1997. Lanham Associates offer a range of solutions to boost 

NAV’s functionality, from extensions that use cloud databases to provide address verification, to 

solutions for handheld data collection and inventory management. 

 

Mergetool.com 

NAV Easy Security from Mergetool.com is a complete security solution, aimed at helping set up and 

maintain security procedures in NAV. NAV Easy Security consists of three modules – logins and 

permissions, field level and data security, and NAV easy security light – that can be combined or used 

individually to streamline permisoion management, and manage which data individual users can access. 

 

Netronic 

One of the leading providers of software for visualizing complex company, planning and production data 

with powerful interactive Gantt, network and tree structure charts. These visualizations help companies 

to make fast and sound decisions.  
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Next Generation Logistics 

Dynamics TMS by Next Generation Logistics is a comprehensive enterprise transportation management 

planning and execution solution that provides organizations in the transportation industry with the data 

to make better, more effective decisions about their business. Available both on-premise and hosted on 

demand, Dynamics TMS is quick to deploy and promises an ROI within months. 

 

Sana Commerce 

Sana Commerce is an integrated e-commerce solution for Dynamics, allowing businesses to run their 

web stores through their existing Dynamics ERP systems. With Sana Commerce, you can run all your 

web store operations, from social to invoicing, from right inside Dynamics AX, GP or NAV. 

 

Equisys 

The Zetadocs for NAV suite integrates with Microsoft Dynamics NAV to manage travel and business 

expenses, automate delivery of documents such as invoices or statements, and enable quick and easy 

document capture, storage and retrieval using Office 365 or network folder archives.  
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